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BANKNOTES
VALLEY FORGE TROUT UNLIMITED

Century Celebration a Success

O

n Saturday, October
28th, one hundred
forty four of us gathered at
the Whitford Country Club to
celebrate the combined
"Century" of accomplishments between WCFG& WA
and VFTU. The evening's
highlight was our guest
speakers, Dr. Douglas Austen, Executive Director of the
Pennsylvania Fish & Boat
Commission and Michael
DiBerardinis, Secretary Pennsylvania Department of Conservation
and Natural Resources. Also in attendance were Congressman Jim Gerlach,
State Senator Andy Dinniman and State
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Representative Chris Ross.
Senator Dinniman and Representative Ross presented
both organizations with citations from the Pennsylvania
Senate and House of Representatives in recognition of
our combined accomplishments. A Silent Auction of
items donated by local businesses and supporting individuals capped the evening
festivities. The auction
raised over $6,000 and featured something for everyone; from a
collectible Barbie Doll to a $1,000 bamboo fly rod.
As Chairman of the

The second thing that nearly was over
shadowed by the dinner were the awards
that Valley Forge Trout Unlimited was
presented at the fall Pennsylvania Council
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of Trout Unlimited meeting. Your Chapter was recognized as the best chapter in
the state for 2006, receiving the Edward
J. Urbas Award. We also won the “Best
Membership Award” for the greatest net
increase in membership. Again, I say
thank you to all of you that contribute so
much of your time and energy to make
this the best chapter – anywhere.
It was nice to reflect at Thanksgiving on
how lucky we are here in this little area
of the world. The fact that we have wonderful flowing water that harbors trout
that actually get stupid enough to let
even me catch the occasional one, every
once in a great while. It really is quite
amazing. List the streams inside a half
hours drive – Valley, West Valley, French,
(Continued on page 2)
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Points of interest:
•

Evapotranspiration and
how the water cycle
works.

•

Many, many thanks go
out to our “Century Celebration” sponsors, contributors and volunteers.

•

Watch out where the
huskies go, don’t you
eat that—purple snow?

(Continued on page 2)

NOTES FROM THE PREZ

guess that the first order of business
is to thank everyone that was involved
in making the “Century of Progress Dinner” such a huge success. I have talked
to a lot of people that attended and have
yet to get a response other than, “We
had a great time!” That was the first priority, secondarily it was our fall fundraiser and that was quite successful too.
Thank you to all of our auction item donors and the dinner committee headed
by John Johnson who had lots of help
from Bev and Jim Nelson, Jim Leonard,
Debbie Athens, Tom Prusak, James Tuerk
and his family, Robbi Freisem, John Dettry and Frank Donohoe.

Inside this issue:

Celebrating 30 Years
Protecting and Enhancing
Chester County Trout Streams

NOTES FROM THE PREZ
(Continued from page 1)

Pickering, East Branch of the Brandywine. That is a lot
of water and some pretty darn good fishing. I have
been told that fishing on Valley and West Valley has
been quite good this fall. My experience has proved the
fishing to be wonderful but the catching for me at least
has been a little less.

Valley Creek Workdays
Yes we do have monthly workdays!
When
Saturdays following our General Meetings
Where
Details provided at our general meetings
or contact either Rod Horton or our Prez

A couple of weeks ago on a Saturday morning Robbi
and I attended a meeting called by WCO, Bob Bonney.
It was a meeting of fishing clubs in Southeast Pennsylvania. 11 clubs were represented and the agenda was
to discuss how to attract more young people to fishing
and thereby interest in our clubs. It was a very interesting meeting and we agreed to meet again in February to further our discussions and interactions.
Our workdays have been focused on Valley Creek. September was a rain out but in October Rod Horton and
crew cleaned up some flow altering debris in the Church
Road area and then in November a group of 9 worked
the Saturday morning to remove a debris dam and reposition a broken willow log in the stream to protect the
stream banks. It was a real good bunch of workers, 5
of the 9 of us ended up wet.

Why
We are committed to protecting and
preserving Valley Creek - it’s also a great way
to meet your fellow chapter members
Want to Help? - Please Contact
Pete @ 610-827-7619 or Rod @ 610-666-6167
with meeting information in January.
In closing I would like to make and appeal
for a volunteer or group of volunteers to
handle our publicity. For all the good
things we do, we don’t get much recognition. If we don’t pat ourselves on the back
it appears no one else will. So if you have
an inclination to support us through media
contacts please give me a call or email. I
will be happy to assist in setting up a
Pete Goodman
program.

TOWNSHIP MONITORING
One of my priorities for this year is the reactivation of
the
“Township
M o n i t o r i n g
Group.”
This
group of people
met once last year
and I just couldn’t
he Valley Forge Chapter of
get it together to
Trout Unlimited is dedicated
make a second
to preserving, protecting, and
meeting
happen
restoring trout habitat throughout
even though there
Chester County, Pennsylvania.
was
interest
among the particiIts 647 member and affiliates are
pants. If you wish
engaged in the fight to preserve
to become part of
our precious coldwater resources.
this group give me
All similarly inclined persons are
a call or send an
invited to join.
Refer to the
email.
Members
membership application form
of
the
original
found in the back of this issue of
group
look
for an
Banknotes.
email from me

Valley Forge
Trout Unlimited
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Century Celebration
(Continued from page 1)

"Century Celebration," I want to especially thank my fellow
committee members, Debbie Athens, John Dettry, Frank
Donohoe, Robbi Freisem, Jim Leonard, Jim Nelson, and
Tom Prusak, who gave so generously of their time to make
this event a success.
The “Century Celebration” was our most successful fundraising event to-date. Total donations were over $21,000
with a net of $14,000 to be shared by the two organizations. Our thanks to everyone that participated and especially those that so generously donated to make this event
such a great social and fund-raising success. We ask that
you make every effort support those businesses that sponsored our celebration and donated to the silent auction.
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ENVIRONMENTAL UPDATE
A lot of things are going on along our streams, and more potentially impacting them...

H

ere is just a quick review of some of what the chapter
is involved in.

• A drum of solvent found in Valley Creek October 9, 2006
by a member who was out checking for redds. He noted
that is was apparently leaking and notified PA DEP and sent
me an email – I happened to be in Wyoming but called Rod
Horton who went to the site rotated the drum to stop the
leak and assured a DEP response. The solvent turned out to
be 10 gallons of zylene toluene (paint waste). There appeared to be no fish kill with this incident. This incident and
one prior did cause us to re-look at our “Who Ya Gonna
Call?” information we post in every issue of Banknotes.
Please note that the information has been revised and updated in this Banknotes and our website.

• Keith Darlington calculated that Valley Creek was holding
700 trout per mile if you used the data collected by the EnviroScience folks prior to the fish kill. Of course this assumes
the distribution of fish being uniform which of course we
know is not true. 700 trout per mile is the number of trout
per mile in the Snake River in Jackson Hole, WY.

• Another download of information was done from the in
stream temperature monitors.
We now have copious
amounts of data. Please feel free to wade in and help us
make sense of all these numbers.

• Our two “Trout in the Classroom” projects are up and
running. Jim Nelson and Neil Johnson accompanied by
teachers from each of the schools involved traveled to a
state nursery for training and to pick up the fertilized brown
trout eggs that were placed in each school’s aquariums the
same day.

• Carl Dusinberre announced at our last board meeting
that he had managed to get a perpetual easement on a West
Valley Creek headwater stream that runs through the Whiteland Woods development. Keep up the good work Carl.

• The long awaited reply from the PA Turnpike on their
Route 29 Slip Ramps stormwater plan has made it to PA
DEP. We will have a professional review of this response to
DEP’s questions done soon. There is a quote that haunts
me. At a recent meeting in Tredyffrin an engineer working
for the Turnpike said, and this is nearly a verbatim quote, “It
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is my duty to get the water off the turnpike as quickly as
possible and into the nearest waterway of the Commonwealth.” Is it any wonder the Slip Ramp stormwater plans
had to be redone?

• We are continuing to meet with O’Neill Properties on
their Worthington Development in order to produce an outcome that is good for the Valley Creek watershed.

• We are continuing to work with the Chester County Conservation District on the William Penn Foundation grant to
restore Crabby Creek. This effort is through the Valley Creek
Restoration Partnership. There have been and still are some
issues but we are working through them.

• We are also working with Trammell Crow to finalize a
flow augmentation agreement for Valley Creek from the Atwater Lake. This frustrating effort has been going on for a
very long time. It seems their attorney can’t convert our
agreements with the Trammell Crow folks into legal language.

• Trammell Crow Company has agreed to allow us to test
the Atwater Lake waters to establish a base line for water
quality. VFTU will be partnering with
Dr. Laura Toran from Temple University, Department of Geology, to do
the study. Funding is being applied
for through the Embrace-A-Stream
grant program.
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CENTURY CELEBRATION
Editor’s Note: Valley Forge Trout Unlimited and West Chester Fish, Game and Wildlife Association would like to express
our gratitude to all of the “Century Celebration” Sponsors, Supporters, and Silent Action Donors. The success of this event
would not have been possible without support from these generous individuals and businesses.

Silent Auction Donors
Debbie Athens

Applebees, Exton, Pa

Marble Head Flyfishers, Centerville, De

Babcock and Associates, Inc. Frazer, Pa

Marchwood Hardware, Exton Pa

John Dettry

Bonefish Grill, Exton, Pa

Max and Erma’s Restaurant, Downingtown, Pa

Pete and Judy Goodman

Brandywine Hardware and Farm Center,

Ruby Tuesday Restaurant, Exton, Pa

West Chester, Pa

Sartomer, Inc. Exton, Pa

Calista Grand Salon & Spa, West Chester, Pa

Scott Honda of West Chester, Pa

Bev Nelson

Coatesville Country Club, Coatesville, Pa

TCO Fly Shop, Bryn Mawr, Pa

Marty May

Del Toyota, Thorndale, Pa

T.G.I. Friday’s, Exton, Pa

Dick’s Sporting Goods, Downingtown, Pa

The Sporting Gentleman, Media, Pa

Karl Heine

Alan Buck Plank
Tom and Karen Prusak
Lois and Bob Purner
James Reamer

Downingtown Bicycle Shop, Downingtown, Pa

Tires Plus, Exton, Pa

Edgecraft, Inc. Avondale, Pa

Waterloo Gardens, Inc. Exton, Pa

Fly Guide Services

Wegmans, Downingtown, Pa

Framer’s Market Gallery, Exton, Pa

West Chester Fish, Game,

Gordon’s Sports Supply, Eagle, Pa

and Wildlife Association

Wayne and Gail Taylor

Great Valley Nature Center, Devault, Pa

White Glove Car Wash, Exton, Pa

A-1 Security Center, Frazer, Pa

Houlihan’s, Exton, Pa

Whitford Country Club, Downingtown, Pa

Supporters
Molly and Robert Morrison

Joe and Ann Armstrong

Dr. Charles N. Griffen
and Diana O. Griffen

Larry and Deborah Athens

Karl Heine and Sherrie McGuinness

Owen and Irene Owens

C.M. Barringer

Janet and Dave Heller

Andy and Abbie Pancoast

Dr. Mark Boas and Dr. Suzanne Boas

Sam and Ellen Horton

Charles and Evelyn Ponall

Byron and Amy Clark

Rod and Frances Horton

James Reamer and Michele Sullivan

Chuck and Suzanne Cutshall

Peter and Colin Hughes

Mr. and Mrs. Dave Reeves

John Dettry and

M. John and Annette Johnson

Mike and Deb Ridgeway

Helen Conahan-Dettrey

Neil Johnson

Representative Chris Ross

Senator Andrew P. Dinniman
and Mrs. Margo P. Dinniman

Robert Kennedy

Shannon Royer

LandStudies
Pete Lee

Barbara McIlvaine Smith
and Robert Smith

Jim Leonard and
Geri Barbeau-Leonard

Diane and Dale Snyder

Aqua America

Frank and Sharon Donohoe
Carl and Esther Dusinberre
Mimi Feeg
Congressman Jim Gerlach
and Karen Gerlach
Green Valleys Association

Robin Mann
Chuck and Gay Marshall
John and Carol McGonigle
Bernard and Gladys McGovern
Bill and Irene Mehnert
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Ted and Jiji Nawalinski

Glade E. and Veronica Squires
Raymond J. and Betsy C. Squires
Wayne and Gail Taylor
Cliff and Barbara Towson
Lester and Maria Young
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OWENS LIVING WATERS
EVAPORATE, INFILTRATE, TRANSPIRE
New occasions, indeed, do teach new duties...

F

or the last few months I have been thinking a lot
about clouds, rain, rivers, and oceans—the water cycle. Why am I thinking about this? The culprit has got to
be Rod Horton. This summer as I worked on past issues
of Banknotes, I read again his thoughtful articles on
evapotranspiration. Then one day as we were driving
across Wisconsin to look at stream restoration projects
with Dr. Bob Hunt, Rod and I got into a long conversation
about ways to reduce the volume and temperature of
storm water flooding Valley
Creek.
“Owen,” Rod said, “You’ve got
to make evapotranspiration the
top priority! Recharging water
into the ground is important,
but evapotranspiration is the
key.” I thought about Chuck
Marshall’s finding that at least
two thirds of the flood water in
Valley Creek would once have been transpired back into
the air by the trees. “Rod,” I responded, “I think you are
right—I will go back and take a hard look at our priorities.”
HOW THE WATER CYCLE WORKS-THEN AND NOW
I started thinking about the water cycle and how it works
in Pennsylvania. Five hundred years ago the state was
covered with forests. As today, moisture evaporated from
land and oceans, formed clouds, and when conditions
were right, down from the sky came life-giving rain. Some
moisture on leaves and branches soon evaporated right
back into the atmosphere, but more dripped onto ground
covered with dead leaves and twigs. Roots of shrubs,
trees, and grasses anchored the soil in place. Absorbed
into friable, humus filled soil, water soaked into the
ground. Trees then pulled water absorbed by their roots
up to their leaves, transpiring water vapor back into the
atmosphere. Water in the soil recharged the aquifer.

Snow melted late in the spring, particularly in the pine and
hemlock forests of the mountains. Springs even in times
of drought ran clear and cold, and were inhabited by hosts
of native brook trout.
Today trees continue to transpire and keep the water cycle
going—indeed, they push so much water back into the atmosphere that most groundwater recharge of the aquifer
occurs in late fall and winter when trees have no leaves.
Even in water rich Pennsylvania, however, there are big
problems in how the water cycle
is working. Consider a few odd
facts:

• When an area is developed
the trees are cut down and replaced with impervious surfaces:
roads, roofs, and parking lots.
• Urban areas have lots of
floods.

• Many once flowing springs have dried up.
• Water is polluted and heated by run-off from roads
and parking lots.

• The temperature in Center City Philadelphia is 5 to 7
degrees warmer than in the suburbs.
Walk into a tree covered area on a warm summer day and
it will be cooler there because transpiration and evaporation are keeping the temperature down—then walk out on
a parking lot and feel how hot it is.
When it rains nobody likes to have businesses or homes
flooded, nor do we want our drinking water supply to run
dry. Today when rain falls on the roads, roofs, and parking lots that cover almost 25% of the Valley Creek Watershed, however, it runs off in sheets into the nearest tributary. In the summer, moreover, the water running off a
parking lot is hot—140 degrees in temperature was measured at one lot! Many of the more than 150 catchment
basins in the Valley Creek watershed, moreover, no longer
work as designed, and even when they still function they
do nothing to reduce the volume of stormwater that flows
from their outlets.
Floods and droughts are symptoms of Chester Country water problems. From a religious point of view, what is giving us so many water cycle related problems is that we are
unmaking God’s creation. Forests are replaced with intensive developments that leave the natural order disordered.
(Continued on page 6)
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OWEN OWENS
(Continued from page 5)

Some results:

The rare wild brown trout in Valley Creek, our “canaries in
the mine,” are in trouble again. George Washington’s
Headquarters is threatened. Hurricane Floyd caused 1½
million dollars damages to Valley Forge National Historical
Park and unless changes are made, sooner or later a big
rain will flood the Headquarters.
NEW PRIORITIES FOR A NEW ERA
At the end of our Wisconsin trip, I attended my 50th anniversary celebration at Beloit College. While there I saw
plans for the green roof on the new science building. A
local manufacturer is supplying plastic trays to be placed
on the flat roof. The trays will be filled with pots of plants
that will evaporate and transpire moisture from the flats

back into the air. Based on careful measurements, science
teachers were concerned that so much water would be
evaporated that the cistern that would collect rainwater to
be used for their experiments might not be filled.
“Wow!” I thought to myself. “We’ve been discussing
whether we might reasonably expect to reduce the volume
of stormwater pouring into Valley Creek by 10%? 20%??
Imagine retrofitting flat roofed buildings in the Valley
Creek Watershed with inexpensive and lightweight trays—
that could evaporate and transpire a lot of water that right
now is flooding Valley Creek. Maybe Rod is right. If we
expanded our priorities to include evaporation and transpiration as well as recharge through infiltration, maybe we
can reduce both the volume of stormwater and its temperature!”

Then another “Aha” hit me. This April Pete Goodman and
Chuck Marshall had us plant trees, shrubs, and grasses in
the Sidley Road Basin of East Whiteland Township. That
was tiring work. Even a digging bar had a hard time making a hole in that compacted soil, but six months later
those plants are doing fine. As the vegetation grows a lot
of water is going to be evaporated and transpired—the
water volume coming out of this basin will surely be reduced, even if infiltration is limited.
When I got back from Wisconsin I called Joe Armstrong:
“Chuck Marshall found out that at least 2/3 of the floodwater in Valley Creek once would have been transpired.
What do you think about making evaporation and transpiration top priorities for our TU work?” “It doesn’t sound
right to me,” he replied. “We’ve spent 20 years getting
people to recharge stormwater, and we don’t want to disrupt the progress we are making. I’ll think about it and
get back to you.”
The next day Joe called. “Owen, I dug around and this is
what I found. In an average year we get 45 inches of
rainfall. In a forested area evapotranspiration puts 22”
back into the air, 15” infiltrates into the aquifer, and only
8” runs off. Contrast that with rainfall on an impervious
surface: 2” evaporates, 0” infiltrates under impervious surfaces (and infiltration is also reduced through regraded
and compacted soils in grasses), and 42” runs off from
impervious cover.”
Joe pointed out, “In the real world, no recharge, no
evapotranspiration—if water doesn’t go into the ground, it
doesn’t come out!” “Yes,” I responded, “diminished infiltration of water in urbanized areas causes springs to dry
up, and therefore reduces stream flow—that is bad for the
trout.” “For me,” Joe continued, “recharge is more important than evapotranspiration. If you got 100% recharge,
you would get a lot of springs--if you had 100%
evapotranspiration, you would have no streams!”
“Clearly you want a balanced mix of evaporation, infiltration, and transpiration,” Joe concluded. “Minimize flat runoff—sure, as with evaporating from a green roof water
that is right now running off and contributing to the volume of stormwater flooding Valley Creek, but we also
must bring groundwater recharge closer to that of a natural system.”
The trail Rod had pointed to was getting hot. His call for
new priorities was generating new understanding of how
the water cycle worked in Pennsylvania, and what we
could do to help Valley Creek. I called Michele Adams, of
Cahill Associates, for more assistance: “If we make a balanced approach to evaporation, infiltration, and transpiration our priority for the Valley Creek Restoration Partner(Continued on page 7)
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LIVING WATERS
(Continued from page 6)

ship, can we significantly reduce the volume and temperature of stormwater runoff?” “Yes,” she said, and followed
up with a letter:

In going for something that could ‘make a difference’ and
be implemented, changing the landscape cover from lawn
to either trees or meadow grasses has big impact on the
small frequent storms, and hence a large impact on annual
volume. Recent studies have found that the soil in lawns
is so compacted it is almost as compact (and impervious)
as concrete. Restoring these soils has a big impact
(11/14/2006).

ways. Watershed revitalization, based on sound understanding of the water cycle, is possible and practical:

A program that reaches out to public properties (schools
and municipal buildings), then to lawn surrounded big corporate offices, followed by educating homeowners to reduce lawn, plant trees, buffer creeks, etc. can make a big
difference, happen over a time period, and be affordable.

NEW OCCASIONS TEACH NEW DUTIES
“Sounds good, but it’s impossible--we’ve never done it this
way.” How many times have I heard people say this since
we started trying to save Valley Creek? The Rouse Corporation had to build a package plant to get rid of its sewage, even though a pond and spray irrigation system
would work better and cost less. Home Depot in Exton
initially would not consider recharging its stormwater. Valley Creek Coalition members remember initial conservations, “We can’t recharge rainwater into the ground under
our buildings and parking lots, it’s too expensive!” After 3
years of negotiation, however, they agreed to recharge
and now model what can be done.
Recently a meeting was held considering widening the
Pennsylvania Turnpike to six lanes through the Great Valley. After listening to local residents’ concerns about the
increased volume of stormwater that would pour off the
road, a Turnpike engineer said: “Our job is to get the water off the road as quickly as possible into the waterways
of the Commonwealth!” For this gentleman, doing things
differently than in the past seemed impossible and undesirable.
New occasions, indeed, do teach new duties. Up and
down the Schuylkill, Delaware, and Susquehanna Rivers
industrial and urban development has covered the land
with impervious surfaces. Should we be surprised when
people die in floods? Should we be upset when droughts
occur more frequently?
We should be surprised and upset enough to change our

An ORVIS Store
All Catalog Items may be ordered through the store

Supporting VFTU
efforts for over
20 years
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Fly-Fishing & Tying Equipment
Sporting Gifts & Clothing
Outdoor Books & Art

It’s a program that Cahill Associates have instituted on university campuses, and the numbers add up. But you have
to change an aesthetic (to seeing natural forests and
meadows as beautiful; Michele Adams letter 11/14/2006).
CONCLUSION
Somebody who read Rod Horton’s articles about the importance of evapotranspiration 10 years ago, and did not
make the practical connections to restoring
the Valley Creek Watershed, can’t point the
finger of blame. Finally, however, I’m beginning to understand, Rod, what you have
been saying for so long. Evaporation and
transpiration have joined infiltration on the
top of my priorities list. Thanks, Rod, for not
giving up on slow learners like me.
Owen Owens

W

hen they look down to the bottom of the deep
valley below them they catch a gleam of water
where a trout stream is dancing on its way to join another trout stream. It is all so wild, so lonely, and so
beautiful that it can be duplicated in only a few places
in the world.
It should be preserved for all time for the nature lover,
the sportsman, the tourist and the people who love it.
Charles Lose

300 Main Street
Media, PA 19063
610-565-6140

The Vanishing Trout
WINTER 2007
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EL CHEAPO FLY TYER
A SCROUNGER’S GAME
And the mysterious tale of the dreaded purple snow

L

ike many Banknotes readers, I’ve read Fly Fisherman fly shop. We've gotten used to being able to pick up all
magazine for many years. Full of articles on places I'll manner of colors and textures of dubbing, both natural and
never fish, FFM bills itself as the leading magazine of fly unnatural, and seem to have forgotten that this wasn't alfishing, "The Quiet Sport.” It wasn't real quiet last year, ways so. Dyeing and blending dubbing mixtures from the
though. It seems that same poor devil had written in an fruits of trapping and small game seasons was how many
article that he purchased fly tying materials like beads, of us got our start, and many of us still make our own
yarns, and chenille, at craft shops. Since that makes per- blends, although these days I employ a little electric coffee
fect sense to me, I don't really recall
bean grinder to do the actual mixing
the article, but the next several issues
and blending. Karl Heine turned me
Life Cycle of a Caddisfly
were full of irate letters blaming this
on to that little trick. Fox, muskrat,
hideous practice for the demise of
coon, possum, weasel, groundhog,
many mom and pop fly shops. "Big
rabbit, squirrels, both red and gray,
Box" outlets like Dick's and Cabela's
chipmunk, and house cat were all
were also taken to task for this sad
used to make dubbed bodies. Before
state of affairs, but I guess I shouldn't
the hate mail begins, it was legal to
have been surprised, though. In the
kill chipmunks back then, and roadlong and storied history of fly tying,
killed house cats, especially the "tiger"
secrecy for the purpose of monopoly
variety, are an acceptable Australian
is a common theme. Tyers often
Opossum substitute. Except for deer,
passed their art down to their sons and daughters, and if it is not legal in PA to pick up roadkilled wildlife, but I can't
by chance they had invented a killing pattern, the ingredi- imagine getting pinched for swiping a dead cat. Feathers
ents were kept secret.
came from yardbirds, gamebirds, waterfowl, and pest species like starling and crow.
BEGGING AND BORROWING
On the other, non-commercial, side of fly tying, scrounging
materials has always been as important as actually tying
the fly itself. The great Ray Bergman admitted to filching
angora cat hair from his neighbor's door mat to tie Light
Cahills. Sid Gordon's Rounder wet flies were simply a yarn
body and a turn or two of gamebird or waterfowl hackle,
Mallard, Wood Duck, Woodcock, grouse, and others were
used, but I doubt that these feathers were purchased at a
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One time I snagged a lunch bag full of rooster and hen
hackles after gutting out a pillow that some swine had
tossed down over the bank up at the tunnels. Several
times I came into a treasure of guinea hen feathers when
our neighbor, Mrs. Colley, requested the presence of a couple of their flock for supper. You couldn't catch the blasted
things, so Mike Colley and I would wait until they went to
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EL CHEAPO
(Continued from page 8)

roost in the big maple in their front yard, and attempt to
snipe them in their tiny little heads with his open-sighted
Marlin .22.
WHAT’S IN THAT SNOW?
After all these years, though, I think I have found the ultimate fly-tying scrounge. During the second week of deer
season last year, a storm gave us about eight inches of
snow. A few days later I was watching the morning news
on Channel 1O, and the “breaking news” of the moment
concerned mysterious reddish-purple blotches on the snow
in Delaware county. When they showed the video clip, I
thought it looked like starling poop, but since these are the
days of WMD'S, both real and imagined, what do I know? I
waited in vain for ten minutes for the follow-up interviews

with concerned local residents, but finally switched over to
Fox News. Now Fox is generally considered to be the rowdy
step-sibling of the major news networks, but, lo and behold, they were running a piece on a dam removal on Pennypack Creek. Nothing on the purple snow, though, a few
days later I was reading the "crawlers" at the bottom of the
screen, and there it was! "Experts determine that purple
blotches on snow in Broomall are most likely
bird droppings." We may be fly-fishing elitists, but we know our poop. What does any
of this have to do with tying trout flies on
the cheap? Can't you just see a new
Isonychia nymph dressing? Tail: Bronze
mallard, Body: muskrat underfur dyed with,
Jim Clark
you guessed it, starling stained snow...

Donations to Valley Forge Trout Unlimited

T

A Christmas Story

his week I have had several interesting telephone conversations with a couple of former General Electric employees, now retired. One fellow was working on the donations
he makes at the end of the year. He looked to see if he could get a matching contribution
from his former employer for VFTU, the same as he gets for other charitable donations that
he makes. He was unable to do this, even though Valley Forge TU was listed on the website
he was using. To significantly shorten this story, it took considerable effort and tenacity to
get GE to accept VFTU as a donor recipient for GE matching funds. When it did happen, the
member went back two years and asked them to match those donations as well – and they
did! “See Dorothy, there really is a Santa Claus.” The only other matching fund gifts we have
received have been from Allstate Insurance.
The message is don’t let your charitable contribution to Valley Forge Trout Unlimited go unleveraged. If your employer offers matching of your charitable contributions, please make
sure that VFTU is eligible. If not, why not? And how do we remedy that?

Happy Holidays to All
Pete Goodman
9
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Who Ya Gonna Call?

FLY FISHING SCHOOL
APPLICATION

If you see a spill or fish kill, call us…
Call any of your officers
or board members
(see the inside back cover of

2007 VFTU Fly Fishing School

Notify the PA Fish & Boat Commission

Sunday May 20, 2007
Note: You must supply your own equipment
Questions?
Call Dave Macaleer at (610) 942-4254
or
Ed Penry at (610) 692-6382

Fish Kills or Illegal Dumping:

Number of adults @ $50 each:
________
*Number under age 16 @ $25 each: _______

Banknotes)
Illegal Fishing & Poaching or
Disturbance of a Waterway:

*Must be accompanied by a paying adult

Notify the PA Fish & Boat Commission
and
PA Department of
Environmental Protection (DEP)

TOTAL ENCLOSED: $____________
Refunds made only if cancellation received before May 1st
Make check payable to VFTU
and mail application to:

Water Quality & Pollution:
Notify the PA Department of
Environmental Protection (DEP)

VFTU FFS
P. O. Box 1356
West Chester, PA 19380

***

Pennsylvania Department of
Environmental Protection

Name:

Emergencies should be reported immediately
by telephone to the Southeast Regional Office
at 484-250-5900 or by calling
(24 hours a day, 7 days a week)

Address:

Pennsylvania Fish and Boat
Commission

Address:

Phone:

E-Mail:

Name:

Phone:

Our local WCO, Bob Bonney has requested
emergencies should be reported immediately
to him via his cell phone:
610-637-6398
and to the Southeast Region of the PA F&BC
(8:00AM – 4:00PM weekdays)
717-626-0228

Zip:
E-Mail:

Name:
Address:
Phone:

Zip:
E-Mail:

Name:

Erosion and Sedimentation Issues:

Address:

Notify the Chester County
Conservation District
610-925-4920

Phone:

Well & Septic Issues:
Notify the Chester County Health Department
610-344-6225
WWW.VALLEYFORGETU.ORG

Zip:

WINTER 2007

Zip:
E-Mail:

Please use separate sheet of paper if necessary
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Valley Forge Trout Unlimited Membership Application
YES! Please begin my one-year membership in Trout Unlimited. Please select membership category:
I understand my dues payment entitles me to all regular member*
 Introductory
$17.50
ship benefits including a personal membership card and quarterly
Special
issues of Trout magazine. VFTU members also receive our quarterly
 Regular
$35
Benefits
newsletter Banknotes.
 Family/Contributor
$50
for these
Name
__________________________________________________________
Membership
 Sponsor
$100
Address __________________________________________________________
Categories!
 *Business
$200
__________________________________________________________
*
 Conservator
$250
__________________________________________________________
 *Individual Life
$1000 (no further dues)
City
__________________________________________________________
 *Family Life
$1100 (no further dues)
State
__________________________________________________________
 Youth/Student
$20
(under 18)
Phone _________ - ___________________________
Email



________________________________________

Senior

$20

(62 and older)

Payment enclosed:

Chapter #290 Valley Forge, PA

(Make checks payable to Trout Unlimited)

Trout Unlimited is incorporated as a 501(c) non-profit, educational,
charitable organization and all monetary and property donations are
tax deductible to the extent allowed by law.

VISA/MasterCard# ______________________________________________
Exp Date ______ /_______
Signature _____________________________________________

Cut out and mail to: VFTU, P.O. Box 1356, West Chester, PA 19380
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Century Celebration Sponsors
Tom Cahill and Associates
Chester County Conservation District
Chester County Water Resource Authority
East Bradford Township - East Whiteland Township
Robbi Freisem - Pete and Judy Goodman
Jim and Bev Nelson - Paradise Farm Camps
PECO Energy - P.J. Reilly Contracting
Vincent Pompo
John C. Renshaw and Jean D. Renshaw, Esq.
Tredyffrin Township - West Whiteland Township
***

See page 4 for list of Supporters and Silent Auction Donors
VFTU GENERAL MEETINGS
Fairfield Inn—Lionville
Just north of Exton on Rt. 100
General Meetings are held the 2nd
Thursday of each month
7:30 PM
September thru May
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS
January 11th

Chris Frangiosa from TCO Fly Shop
February 8th

Annual Fly Tying Meeting
March 29th

TROUT SHOW 2007

VFTU
PO Box 1356
West Chester, PA 19380
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